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Better Than We Found It. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 266 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in.
x 5.9in. x 0.6in.This book should be required reading for anyone who cares about America. Better
Than We Found It is a voice of reason and common sense in the cacophony of indignant tirades that
saturate the media. If youre looking for a balanced source of simple solutions for the problems we
face today, read this book. Solutions abound, from the obvious to the outlandish. With each new
chapter you might find yourself asking Why dont we do this already As refreshing as he is irreverent,
Park demystifies the challenges facing our nation and identifies the tools and methods that often
already exist with which we can solve them. This book includes thoughtful and straight forward
solutions for problems as diverse as government and military reform, understanding how our
country is financed, improving our education system, making our tax system fair, youth mentors,
immigration, making high speed rail as convenient as air travel, middle east peace, homelessness,
green energy, making electric cars mainstream, enabling average people make to make money
from the sun and wind, using the census to make democracy stronger, and even reducing head...
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Without doubt, this is actually the greatest function by any article writer. It is among the most amazing publication i have got read. Its been printed in an
exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication where in fact changed me, change the way i believe.
-- Ar ielle Ledner-- Ar ielle Ledner

It is easy in study better to understand. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading through a published ebook.
-- Ms. Lucinda  K oelpin-- Ms. Lucinda  K oelpin
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